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1. Introduction. In this paper we derive simplified forms of the

equations defining the infinitesimal projective and affine collineations

of a generalized space of paths 77„. The complete solutions of these

equations are then obtained for the two-dimensional spaces 772. It is

found that there are nine types of i72 admitting continuous real

groups Grof projective collineations (P. C), and also nine types ad-

mitting affine collineations (A. C). In each case the maximum num-

ber of parameters r is three. In these classifications all solutions giv-

ing 772 which reduce to ordinary affinely connected or projectively

connected spaces are excluded. (These were obtained in [8].)1

A generalized space of paths 77„ of n dimensions is characterized

by a set of n functions H%x, dx) which are homogeneous of the second

degree in dx1, ■ ■ • , dxn. The paths are defined by

(1.1) d2xi/ds2 + H%x, dx/ds) = 0.

Such spaces have been discussed by Knebelman [6] and Douglas

[4; 5] and in [6] the theory of collineations in 77„ has been intro-

duced. Further results on collineations in generalized spaces may be

found in [2; 7; 10; 11; 12; 13; 14; 15].

The components of affine connection rjt(x, dx) of an 77„ are defined

by

t     i      dm'
(1.2) ri4 =-.

2   didx')didxk)

and are homogeneous of degree zero in the dx. In terms of the T's the

paths (1.1) have the familiar form

(1.3) áV/á*2 + Vjkidx/ds)idxk/ds) = 0.

In case the 77' are second degree polynomials in the dx, the 77n

reduces to an ordinary affine space of paths An.

Two affine connections V)kix, dx), r^.(x, dx) will possess the same

paths if

(1.4) r-1 = Tjk + o)(f).k + oU>.j + <t>.jkdx\
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where <j>(x, dx) is an arbitrary function homogeneous of the first de-

gree in the dx [6]. (Subscripts following a dot will indicate differentia-

tions with respect to the dx.)

Elimination of the <p. < in (1.4) leads to the projective relation

Tljt = TIjj;, where the components II*,. of projective connection are de-

fined by

(1.5) u)k = fjk-(8)vaak + Slvlj + Tljdx1) ;       IL,- = 0.
n + 1

The components Tyt=Tlj.t are those of a tensor symmetric in

*', j, k.
A collineation in an Hn is defined as a point transformation x'

= x'(x) which transforms paths into paths. In case the path-parameter

(s) is preserved we have an A. C, otherwise a P. C. A form of the

path equations (1.3) unchanged by arbitrary parameter transforma-

tions is given by [ó],

2    t i í       k h 2    h h i       k i
(1.6) (d x + Tjkdx dx )dx   — (d x  + Tjkdx dx )dx  = 0.

The conditions on an H„ for it to admit a continuous Gr of P. C.

were obtained by Knebelman [6], through the use of the infinitesimal

P. C. determined by

(1.7) xl = x* + F(x)ôt.

These conditions are

i A* Ai 7n , i i        . .A A^

(1.8) £;,* + £ Bjkh + Í.;ml\jkndx    -   (birh;k + 5kf;j)  =  0,   (II,-,* = It,-,-.*),

where a semicolon indicates the (projective) covariant derivative, for

example,

(1.9) Tj-,k(x, dx) = dTj/dx  + Tjlïhk — ThUjk — Tj.hTlmkdx  .

Also,

i i
i              dUjk         dUjh mi mi

,.     .-. Bjkh = -;-;-V TtjkTimh  —   TljtJïmk
(1.10) dxh        dxk

mi m      i a

+  Cnakíljhm — Hahttjkm)dx   ,

(1.11) t;i = (l/(n + l))Ci-

If an Hn admits the r linearly independent infinitesimal P. C. with

generators Xaf = %a\ df/dx' (a = i, • • • , r), then it is known to admit

the finite continuous (local) group Gr= [Xi, X2, ■ ■ • , XT] generated
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by the Xaf [2; 6; 12].
It has been shown [2; 12] that (1.8) can be expressed in the form

(1.12) ALT** = 0,

where A is the Lie derivative operator

i n,-fc(x, dx) — Ujicix, dx)
(1.13) ALT,* =   lim ^^-—-

«->o &t

with respect to the infinitesimal transformation (1.7). For a general

discussion of this operator, references [3; 11; 12; 14; 15] may be

consulted.

When written in expanded form (1.8) or (1.12) is

d2? i   dtm i   dkm m   d? i     5{»     H
+ Ujm- + I\mk-; — Ujk  - + Iijkm- dx

dx'dx* dx" dx' dxm dxh

(1.14) i
mdnjk 1     / i   d2e i   d2?  \

+ £    -= -~[oj-+ 5*-).
dxm      n + 1 \    dx^dx* dxhdx>/

li in (1.14) the Il]t be replaced by r*t and the right member by 0,

we obtain the equations of A. C.

d2? i   a^»        i   dlr_   „   d?

dx¡dxk dxk dx' dxm

(1.15) i
m  dVjk i      d£m     »

+ £-h Tjkm -dx   = 0.
dxm dxh

These latter equations may also be written in terms of the Lie

derivative as [3 ]

(1.16) Arj-fc = 0.

2. Simplified form of collineation equations. To obtain a simpli-

fied form of these equations we consider first (1.12) and define

quantities P'(x, dx) by

1
(2.1) Pi = 77i-FaV,

n + 1

with

(2.2) F(x, dx) - 77*.,

being homogeneous of first degree and P' of second degree in the dx.
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It is then easily shown that

(2.3) 2n)k = P\jk

and

(2.4) 2AII -k = A(P\ ,•») = (AP{). it,

since the operators A and d(dx) are here commutative [l; 3; 10; 11 ].

It follows from the homogeneity in dx of ALL^ that

(2.5) AP* = (AU)k)dxdxk,

and thus the equations of P. C. can be expressed in the equivalent

form

(2.6) AP1 = 0.

Equations (2.5) show also that AP' are components of a contra-

variant vector.

In a similar manner it can be shown that the A. C. equations can be

expressed as

(2.7) AHi = 0,

with AH' also contravariant vector components.

To obtain the explicit form of AP* we may use (1.4) and (2.5) or

else the definition APi = lim8i.o [Pl'(x, dx)-P~l(x, dx)]/8t. In the

latter case we make use of the transformation equation [4, 12]

_ dx1 d2x¡
(2.8) W = H>-dx'dxk,

dx1       dx'dxk

_ d2x¿     dxk
(2.9) F=F-2-:dx>.

dx'dxk  dx'

There is obtained

d2? dp     ô£"' dPl d?
AP1 =-u'uk + km-1-uh-Pm

dx'dxk dxm     dxh dum dxm

(2.10)
2        d2e

« + 1  dxhdxa
uau\

where ui = dxi.

It is to be noted that the P< satisfy the identity

(2.11) P\i = 0.
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Also, corresponding to the projective change (see (1.4))

(2.12) Hn = W + <t>dx\       F' = F + (n + \)<t>,

we have

(2.13) Pn = P\

To obtain the explicit form of A77' we proceed as above, making

use of (2.8). We find

d2£l 0*77* 077¿ d£m dt*
(2.14) A77¡ = - u*uk -I-£"' -\-uh-77™.

dx'dxk dxm dum  dxk dxm

This expression has also been obtained by Kosambi [7] in a dif-

ferent way.

It follows from (2.1) that in order fora P. C. to reduce to an A. C.

the £* must satisfy besides (2.6) the further condition

dF       OF   d? d2?
(2.15) AF = ?-1-m' + 2-u> = 0.

dx*      du*  dx' ¿Vox'

The A. C. can thus be obtained either by solving (2.7) directly or

else by solving the system (2.6) and (2.15). Since we wish to find the

P. C. also we have used the latter method.

3. Collineations in 772. The results of the preceding section are

now applied to the two-dimensional spaces 772. Equations (2.6),

considered in the unknowns P\ are solved to obtain all spaces 772

which admit real groups Gr of P. C. As in [8] the £; are obtained

from the classification of Lie [9] giving all real continuous groups Gr

in two variables. We also put x1, x2 = x, y and u1, u2 = u, v.

Now if n = 2, (2.11) shows that dP'= —PHu+P^dv is an exact

differential with

(3.1) P1 = dP/dv,       P2 = - dP/du.

Also, P is homogeneous of the third degree in u, v. The IL** can then

be expressed in terms of P which remains as the basic function to be

determined in each case. If it is desired to obtain the 77", we use (2.1)

in which F is now considered as an arbitrary function homogeneous

of the first degree in the dx\

To find the A. C. determined by a particular Gr we solve (2.15) for

F, and using the solutions for P1, P2 as given by (3.1) through the

P. C. solution we obtain the 77' from (2.1).

To illustrate the general procedure we find the spaces admitting the

C¡ [p, q, iy + cx)p + icy — x)q] (c an arbitrary constant) as a group of
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collineations. Here, as later, p = df/dx, q = df/dy.

We obtain first the P. C. The generators Xif = p, Xrf = q show by

(2.6) that P' is a function of u and v only. On substituting the third

generator components £l\ =y+cx, ^ =cy — x in (2.6) we have

dP1 dP1
(3.2a) v-u- = - cP1 + P2,

du dv

dP2 dP2
(3.2b) v-u-= - P1 - cP2,

du dv

with the solutions

P1 = u2(fw + g)(l + w2yi2ec tan~' ",

P2 = u2(gw - /)(1 + w2yi2ec tan_1 ", w = v/u,

where/, g are arbitrary constants not both zero.

From (3.1) we then obtain 3g — cf=0, and the value of P,

f f
(3.4) P = — m3(1 + w2yi2ec tan ' w = — (¿x2 + dy2y>2ec tan ' *""*,

ó ó

f*o.

The components H% of projective connection of the corresponding

H2 can now be found by (2.3) and (3.3) with g = cf/3.

To determine the spaces admitting the above G3 as A. C. we must

solve (2.15) for F. From Xi and X2 we have F(u, v), and AT3 gives the

single condition

dF dF
(3.5) v--«-\-cF = 0.

du dv

Hence F = du(l+w2)112 ectm~ly> with d an arbitrary constant.

The values of H1 and H2 of the H2 admitting the G3 as A. C. are

thus

Hl = (ady + b dx)(dx2 + dy2)ll2e°tan_1 d^dx,

H2 = (bdy - a dx)(dx2 + dy2)l'2ec tan_1 dvldx.

The affine connection components can then be found from (1.2).

In the following two lists which represent all possible H2 admitting

real groups of P. C. and A. C. respectively the reducible H2 have

been excluded. In the case of P. C. such spaces result from functions

P which are cubic polynomials in dx, dy, so that the LTjt are functions

of position (x and y) only.
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The reducible 772 admitting A. C. are such that the 77*' are second-

degree polynomials in dx, dy.

Each of the 9 groups in the two lists is a complete group of collinea-

tions, that is, it is the group of maximum number of parameters

which the associated 772 will admit. For each of the six C73 spaces this

follows, since otherwise the 772 would be reducible. That the Gi and

G2 groups are complete follows from similar results of [8].

[Gl.l

[G2.1

[G2.2

[G3.1

[G3.2

772 spaces admitting complete groups of projective collineations

P = Piy; dx, dy).

[p, <?].

P = P(áx, dy).

[p, xp + yq],

P = (l/y)Q(dx, dy).

[p, q, xp + cyq] (c 9* 0, 1/2, 1, 2),

P = k[(c - 1)/(1 - 2c)](dx)i(dy/dx)<2-<:"<-1-°\

[p, q, xp + (x + y)q],

P = k(dx)se-d"'dx.

[p, xp + yq, x2p + (2xy + y2)q],

[p, q, (y + cx)p + (cy - x)q],

P = k(dx2 + dy2)ll2ec tan_1 dvldx.

[yp - xo, (1 + ex2)p + exyq, txyp + (1 + ey2)q]   (e = ± 1),

[G3.3

[G3.4

rG3.51
Lg3 6j   p - k \<dxi + dyl) + (xdy-y dx)2~\m

'I x2 + y2 + e J

In [Gl.l ] and [G2.1 ] P is an arbitrary function of its arguments as

is Q in [G2.2] (homogeneous of third degree in dx, dy), and in all other

cases k is an arbitrary nonzero constant.

i72 spaces admitting complete groups of affine collineations

[Gl.l]      77¡ = 77;(y; dx, dy).

[G2.1]      W = W(dx,dy).

[G2.2]      W= (2/y)Ai(dx, dy).
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[G3.1]      H1 = a(dx)2(dy/dxyi<1-'\ H2 = b dxdy(dy/dxy^1'^
(c 5¿ 0, 1).

[G3.2]      H1 = 2a(dx)2e-d*id*,        H2 = 2(dx)2[a(dy/dx) + b]e-d<"dx.

7P = (2/v)(áx)2(l + 2aR),

[G3.4]
a« = (o a'_

H1 = (dx)2|-

ff2 = -(2/y)(dx)2(\ + 2aR+2bR3+2R*),R = (1 -f
\        dx)

H1 = («¿y + i ¿x)(dx2 + dy2)1'2«' tan_1 dW<'1,

H2 = (bdy - a dx)(dx2 + dy2yi2ec tan_1 d^dx.

x + y(dy/dx)

x2 + y2 + e

1

rG3.51

LG3.6J x + y(dy/dx)   dy

x2 + y2 + e    dx

-(aT + b)(i + r-yi2],
(x2 + e)1'2   (x2 + y2 + e)1'2

h2=(<ix)2r-

(aT + b)(l + T2yi2/bT - a xy \"|

(x2 + e)3'2 \aT + b       (x2 + y» + e)1'«/J'

T = [(x2 + e)(dy/dx) - xy]/(x2 + y2 + e)1'2.

Here a, b, c are arbitrary constants, with a, b not both zero. Also,

in [G3.1] bf¿0 if c = l/2, and a^O if c = 2. The A1 in [G2.2] are
arbitrary functions homogeneous of second degree in dx, dy. Similar

remarks apply to the iP of [Gl.l] and [G2.l].

We summarize these results in the following theorem:

Theorem 3.1. If a (nonreducible) two-dimensional generalized space

H2 admits a real continuous group Gr of projective or affine collineations

then r^3. There are nine such complete groups of collineations, one

Gi, two G2, and six G3.
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North Carolina State College

ON THE CONTINUITY OF PARAMETRIC
LINEAR OPERATIONS1

B. J. PETTIS

The proofs of the theorems asserting strong continuity for semi-

groups of linear operations in Banach spaces usually involve measur-

ability and integrability of Banach-space-valued functions [2, pp.

183-184].2 A theorem of this type in which the assumptions and the

proof are purely topological is given below.

Let G be both a topological space and an additive group, and let

77 be a subset of G. For each h in 77 let D(h) be all points g in 77 satis-

fying these two conditions: (1) h — gEH, (2) for each open set Ng

about g there is an open set Nh about h such that h — g+(HC\Ng)

Z)Hr\Nn. Letting X be a complex linear normed space, a set r = [y]

of bounded complex linear functionals on X is a total set for E, E a

subset of X, if ||x|[=sup [| t(x) | > yGT] holds for every x in the

smallest linear subspace containing E. A function Th on 77 to the

Presented to the Society, April 21, 1951; received by the editors May 29, 1950.
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